
 
 

Match report Round 1 

Dragons 8s vs Dragons 7s 

Gilon Oval, Sun 6 April 2014 

by Jack Doodie 

 

1st quarter: 

 

The sun was shining when we had our first game. The 7's tackers were excited because it was 

our first match. We had our white shorts on and our mouth guards in.  

The siren sounded and we started the game. We were playing the 8s tackers and they were a 

bit taller than us.  

In the first quarter, we were calling to each other for the ball and supporting our team mates.  

John taps straight to Jack. Jack clears but Jonah gets and kicks to the forward line. Goal! The 

8s were fast. 

"Back in the middle!" said the umpire. John taps again to Jack but Jack gets it to Tim and 

Tim runs down toward our forward line.  

Harper had a great quarter and great handballs to everybody. He is really fast.  Alex was 

doing really good defence work and passed to Ezra and Ezra had a great mark. Ezra passes 

into the pack, unfortunately the other team got it but kicks a point.  

Ezra passed to Jack, Jack takes a skid mark it was good fun. 

It was a great quarter from us. The coach at quarter time said:"Good job guys but in the next 

three quarters we need to tackle more".  

 

 
 

2nd quarter: 

 

In the middle for the second quarter. "Good tap John!" It goes to Antonio-great job by the 

tackers 7's to tackle him and get the ball out. "Ball up" says the umpire. Harper gets it out and 



passes to Jesse. Jesse kicks a big kick down to the forward line. Nate was doing great forward 

work and getting it to John he got it to John and John get's a point!!  

Later, Hugo got it out from the back with a quick handpass to Joseph and Joseph smashed it 

down to midfield. Joseph was doing great back work. 

In the second quarter we were calling very well to each other and tackling really well. We 

also were getting a few good marks and everyone was running to the spaces to try and get the 

next ball. Declan was doing a great job at tackling and the ball was pushed out of the pack. 

Nicholas did some great work kicking the ball out of the centre right across in front of the 

grand stand. We were really starting to work as a team. 

 

3rd quarter:  
 

Now we were up and going and ready to have another half of football. Coach said we were 

playing really well and great job to Harper and Ezra for doing great back work. Curtis was 

doing awesome forward and midfield work. He did a great mark against Nathan. There was a 

big collision with the other team. Tremayne was doing great ruck work and was smashing the 

ball away from the other ruck man and getting it out of the midfield. Jack and Johah 

contested a mark very well but Jack got it out and kicked to Harper. "Good mark Harper" we 

all said. John took an epic mark in this quarter and bombs it into the midfield. Hugo did a 

fantastic job in the defense trying to block the tall U9s. 

 

 
 

4th quarter: 

 

Bang! Tim kicks it down to the forward line to Nate. Nate kicks a whopping kick but the 

other team got the mark. Alex gets in there and tackles. "Holding the ball!" says the umpire 

but it was paid to Curtis. Curtis bombs it to Julian and Julian takes a whopping mark. James 

was being a great captain and onballer. He was midfield and everywhere else and getting the 

ball all the time to his team mates. 

 

Whoa! What an awesome match. We might not have got a goal but we really stopped the 

other team from getting too many in the second half. We did great marking, tackling and 

calling each other. There were some cool kicks, especially by John and Declan in half back 

and can't wait til our next game. GO DRAGONS!!!! 
 
 
 


